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President Elect: Shelley J. Correll
Stanford University
1. Are you a member of SWS? Yes

2. If yes, have you participated in any of the following SWS activities: check all that apply.
_x
_x
_x
_x
_x

Gender & Society reviewer
Gender & Society editorial board
Attendance at Summer Meetings
Attendance at Winter Meetings
Presentation at SWS Meetings

If other service, please list:

Committee member, Feminist Mentor Award
2019
3. Please describe any contributions you have made to the promotion or social equality for
women:
A central goal of my research, teaching, advising, mentoring, and university and professional service
has been to increase social equality for women. Since I began graduate school, my research has been
focused on uncovering the mechanisms leading to the reproduction of gender inequality in
achievement-oriented settings, such as school and work. In recent years, I have begun to conduct
research on how to get beyond the barriers that limit women’s advancement and full inclusion in
modern organizations. The first publication to come out of this newer line of work was the paper I
wrote when selected by SWS to be the 2016 Feminist Lecturer.
This research was inspired by my own efforts to promote more gender diversity on the faculty at
universities where I have worked. It was while conducting this university service work that I first begin
to experiment with improving gender diversity and where I began to better understand resistance to
such change efforts. I was honored to receive the Alice Cook award at Cornell University, an award
that recognizes work that “improves the climate for women at Cornell and elsewhere.” At Stanford
University, I direct the Clayman Institute for Gender Research and the VMWare Women’s Leadership
Innovation Lab, with the latter focusing specifically on putting research into action to advance gender
equality. I am also firmly committed to advancing the next generation of gender scholars by involving
graduate students, post docs, and junior faculty in the research and outreach efforts conducted at the
Clayman Institute and the VMware Lab. One of the biggest honors in my career was being nominated
by a group of my former and current PhD students for the SWS Feminist Mentor Award, which I
received in 2017.
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President Elect: Aldon Morris
Northwestern University
1. Are you a member of SWS? No
No, I am not a member. I respect the mission and important work of SWS and believe in the importance of groups
that support underrepresented and marginalized scholars. I have chosen to be active in the Association of Black
Sociologists, which supports all women and men but focuses especially on Black women and men. Even though I
have not been a member of SWS, I hope I have earned the votes of SWS members based on my career-long record
of supporting the advancement of women in society, as I discuss below.

2. If yes, have you participated in any of the following SWS activities: check all that apply.
_
_
_
_
_

Gender & Society reviewer
Gender & Society editorial board
Attendance at Summer Meetings
Attendance at Winter Meetings
Presentation at SWS Meetings

If other service, please list:

3. Please describe any contributions you have made to the promotion or social equality
for women:
Throughout my career, I have always mentored female scholars and fought to create the institutional spaces and
resources where they could thrive. I did so not merely to advance women but because they enriched my
scholarship and my life as I worked with them. I was raised by my grandmother and then my single mother and
have always respected their strength, the support they gave me, and the struggles they faced as Black women.
Working with and supporting women has been integral to my professional career. Most of my co-authored works
are with women (Carol Mueller, Jane Mansbridge, Crystal Fleming, Naomi Braine, and Vilna Bashi-Treitler). I am
thankful they gave me this honor because I learned so much from their perspectives and insights. Women scholars
were central contributors in some of my most important contributions to the discipline. I have sought in my
scholarship to represent the lived experiences of women (Ella Baker, Septima Clark, Anne Braden, Diane Nash,
Mary White Ovington, Lacy Craft Laney and many others) and the important contributions they have made to
society and their communities.
I have been active on multiple fronts to bring all marginalize groups to the center of the discipline. For example,
when I became chair of sociology at Northwestern in 1992, I sought to address the departmental gender imbalance
as well as to recruit people of color into the graduate program and on the faculty. The record shows I met some
success on all fronts. When I became Dean of the College of ARTS and Sciences at Northwestern, I fought for wide
inclusion across the university and had some success in these efforts. My efforts to achieve inclusion has been
broad-based and I have made positive gains for women across the board. When I completed my term as chair of
sociology, the women in the department crowned me as an honorary woman. It was one of my most rewarding
moments in the academy.
I compiled some previously written statements by women scholars who provide evidence that women have been
at the center of my efforts to diversify the academy and generate gender and racial equity in society.
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Karida Brown, Assistant Professor of Sociology, UCLA “I am a sociologist today because of Aldon Morris. I would
not be a faculty member with an appointment in a sociology department had it not been for him. Like many young
scholars of color in the discipline, I was riddled with an amorphous sense of insecurity about how my research, by a
Black woman about Black people, would be received in the discipline. In one fortuitous exchange, Aldon Morris
changed the course of my career.”
Crystal Fleming, Associate Professor of Sociology, Stony Brook “On a personal note, I have had the great pleasure
of knowing Aldon for about seven years. I reached out to him for professional guidance. It was a crucial moment in my
career—I was moving away from my doctoral training, asserting my intellectual independence and embracing critical
race theory. I found myself in need of significant support, particularly from scholars of color, as I navigated a political
and professional minefield. In short order, Aldon becameoneofmy mosttrustedadvisorsand a generous collaborator—
weco- authored an article on social movements for the inaugural issue of The Sociology of Race and Ethnicity, ASA’s
flagship journal for scholarship on race. His kindness, generosity and commitment to mentorship have all made a
difference in my life.”
Belinda Robnett, Professor of Sociology and Associate Dean, Univ. of California, Irvine “Professor Morris has
been an outstanding mentor to numerous young scholars in the field of sociology. I am one of those scholars. In
past decades, few researchers systematically analyzed African-American women’s participation in social
movements. As chair of my dissertation, Professor Morris was a strong supporter. He took me under his wing and
provided academic and moral support for my project. His guidance greatly influenced my academic trajectory. I am
not alone. Over the years, Morris has mentored many successful minority sociologists including the late Cedric
Herring and others.”
Bernice Barnett, Associate Professor of Sociology, University of Illinois. “I am very grateful to you for your many
years of kindnesses as as your scholarship. When I presented my first paper at a sociology conference, I already
was SO nervous speaking in public in general and talking about my research on civil rights leaders whom I had
interviewed. But, when I recognized in the audience the face of Aldon Morris whom I did not know personally, I
thought I was going to hyperventilate. However, as I talked, I will never forgot how you nodded your head. I
calmed down enough inside enough to make it through that first paper. His magnanimous mentorship of students
and intellectual influence on and support of sociologists, who were not his students, such as myself, has been
tremendous.”
Mary Pattillo, Harold Washington Professor of Sociology and African American Studies, Northwestern University
“Personally, Aldon has been an untiring mentor for me from pre-tenure to the present day on every possible issue,
from salary negotiations to publication outlets to committee assignments to being a “cheerleader” throughout my
career. Like Du Bois, Aldon has been a servant/leader at Northwestern, fighting the contemporary battles for
diversifying the faculty and student body. I dare say that Aldon is creating a “Northwestern School of Du Boisian
Sociology.”
Carol Mueller, Professor Sociology, Arizona State University. “Then came the editing of the papers! I was
‘between jobs,’ so to speak, but Aldon proved to be the glue that held the volume together as we negotiated the
chapters from our distinguished contributors. Even though I wrote the “Introduction,” [Frontiers in Social
Movement Theory] my contribution resulted from daily editing advice from our senior editor. He was and is the
best! And, like our senior editor, contributors to “Frontiers…” have gone on to help frame an entire field of
sociology.”
Pamela Oliver, Professor of Sociology, Univ. of Wisconsin. “Aldon has long sought to use whatever position he is
in to advance awareness and inclusion of scholars of color and others who are often marginalized within sociology
and the larger society. He has been a crucial mentor for generations of young scholars, particularly young scholars
of color. He has encouraged young people, sponsored them, coauthored with them, and helped to network them
into jobs and positions of influence. Aldon has been a professional friend for many years, and every time I run into
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him at a conference, he is talking with a young scholar whom he introduces to me with encouraging words about
that person’s research and accomplishments. A majority of these young scholars that I have met through Aldon
have been women.”
Jane Mansbridge, Charles F. Adams Professor of Political Leadership and Democratic Values, Harvard Kennedy
School. “I found Aldon to be very supportive of young women scholars. Half of the student authors of Oppositional
Consciousness were women, the co-author on Morris’s chapter was a woman, and I, the co-editor of the volume,
am a woman. I think I can speak for the others also when I say that we all felt very supported by Morris, who
never claimed “ownership” of the oppositional consciousness idea, which he had authored, but rather encouraged
everyone to speak authentically from the work they had done. When any of the authors faltered, Morris was very
much there, giving support and guidance needed to finish the chapters. Personally, although I am not a sociologist
and new to much of the literature, I felt strongly supported by Morris through the whole project.”
Ruby Mendelhall, Associate Professor of Sociology, University of Illinois. Dr. Morris’ insights have proven valuable
to the Me Too Movement and he was quoted in TIME magazine’s Person of the Year 2017: The Silence Breakers.
Susan Bell Chair of Sociology, Drexel University “All of us who accompanied Aldon on the walk through the 7th
Ward, which included time in the Mother Bethel A.M.E. Church and in front of the W.E.B. DuBois mural, felt the
gift of knowledge and experience that could only come with years of scholarship and deep immersion in what was
obviously a labor of love. During a dinner at the end of the day, Aldon Morris generously and candidly talked with
junior faculty about the pathway he had taken throughout his career, including the blockages he had encountered
and navigated. Those conversations continue to reverberate throughout the department and in the imaginaries of
our young faculty, and will, I am sure, shape their sociological trajectories in the years ahead.”
Vilna Bashi Treitler, Professor of Black Studies and Sociology, Univ. of California, Santa Barbara “Clearly, I am
not the only one to recognize Aldon’s contributions in scholarship, service, mentoring, and leadership in
sociology. I am grateful to Aldon for his model of scholarship and mentoring, and write to illustrate how his
example is reflected in my own career. He asks us to do the challenging work that improves our world and offers
scholarship for the benefit of generations of sociologists to come.”
Mary Romero, Professor of Sociology and ASA President, Arizona State. “The Scholar Denied has influenced an
entire generation of sociologists building on a Du Boisian tradition. Young scholars have gathered at numerous
symposiums over the last few years to exchange theoretical and empirical writings. These include the symposium
held at Harvard last fall and at Medgar Evers College in May 2017, as well as numerous Du Boisian conferences.
Recognizing Professor Morris’s impact, I organized two panels for the 2019 ASA annual conference in NYC.
Participants include Karida Brown, Zine Magubane, Earl Wright, Marcus Anthony Hunter, Julian Go and Crystal
Marie Fleming. These, and many other young scholars, are contributing to Du Boisian sociology.”
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Vice President-Elect: Jennifer Earl
University of Arizona
1. Are you a member of SWS? No
2. If yes, have you participated in any of the following SWS activities: check all that apply.
_
_
_
_
_

Gender & Society reviewer
Gender & Society editorial board
Attendance at Summer Meetings
Attendance at Winter Meetings
Presentation at SWS Meetings

If other service, please list:

3. Please describe any contributions you have made to the promotion or social equality
for women:
Thank you for the opportunity to reach out to your membership. Although I am not a member of SWS
and my central research focus has not been on gender, my leadership of research teams, my teaching
inside and outside of the classroom, my outreach efforts, and my professional service are all suffused
with a concern for promoting the development and career success of women from varied backgrounds
and with varied intersectional identities.
My research focuses on social movements, social and digital media, and the legal system. While my
research has not been centrally focused on issues related to gender, my work has engaged legal
decision-making on same-sex marriage and examined the passage of hate crime protections for a variety
of groups, including women generally, women of color, and lesbian, bisexual, and queer women, among
other intersectional identities. My work has also examined intersectional identities related to youth in
activism.
My research teams have also been predominately staffed and co-led by women. I have been fortunate
to receive Research Experiences for Undergraduates (REU) supplements to several NSF Awards, which
have helped to further expand the research opportunities of women, including women of color, among
other underrepresented students. I have co-authored with many of these women, including coauthoring with undergraduate research assistants and graduate students. Through these experiences, I
have hoped to make large research teams accessible and inclusive and provide quality training,
mentorship, and publication opportunities for women from a variety of backgrounds.
In classroom teaching, all of my courses include units centrally focused on gender. For instance, in
teaching a general education course on social issues in the US, my course covers core sociology of
gender concepts and also contemporary issues such as sexual assault on college campuses. In a law and
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society course I routinely teach, we discuss intersectional identities throughout the term, including, for
instance, in terms of the ability of women of color to access various legal claims, whether regarding
employment discrimination or self-defense claims if they kill their abusers.
In mentoring, I have worked throughout my career to elevate the work of women and help them
identify and achieve their varied career goals. This has included helping undergraduate women get into
top academic programs (including in sociology) and top law schools. I am exceptionally proud of the
alumni network of former undergraduate and graduate research assistants who also help to advise and
promote one another, including offering support in graduate and law school applications. For graduate
students, I have supported women in gaining traditional academic placements in research universities
and more teaching-focused institutions, as well as industry jobs. In my advising of both undergraduates
and graduate students, my mentoring is often concerned with the particular needs presented by
someone’s intersectional identity, such as mentoring mothers and women with disabilities as they
navigate their careers. When it comes to a “first job,” I also work with women on negotiating,
particularly since women’s histories of pay inequalities often begin with their first negotiated hiring
package.
In terms of public sociology, I co-organize a video series for young activists, the Informing Activists series
published through the Mobilizing Ideas blog. This series features a number of videos aimed at helping
young activists build more diverse and inclusive movements. I was also a Public Voices Op Ed Project
Fellow in Tucson and I have published an op-ed on research on gendered interruption patterns on the
US Supreme Court. A unique feature of the Tucson Op Ed Project is that every cohort is 50% academic
and 50% community, which means that I have also had the opportunity to help support, encourage, and
amplify the voices of a variety of amazing women from Tucson who come from both inside and outside
of the academy.
In terms of professional service, I have worked to involve women, including women of color and
lesbians, and trans and queer scholars, in governance and service so that our collective and individual
voices can influence the organizations and institutions in which we work. I have also worked to
champion the concerns of women and transgender colleagues, whether that involves being a trained
Safe Zone colleague or working to secure an all-gender bathroom in a building.
Finally, I have also worked to serve other women through extensive mentoring of assistant professors. I
am typically mentoring two women who are assistant professors at another university from their initial
appointment (or close to it) through tenure. This mentoring is time-intensive, including monthly phone
conversations for their entire pre-tenure period. Having mentored several generations of female
assistant professors through tenure, I also often have the good fortune of being able to provide
additional mentoring on an as-needed basis after their promotion when they face new challenges in
their mid-career.
In total, then, while I have not been an SWS member or been active in its meetings or published or
reviewed for its journal, I have a deep and lived commitment to advancing women’s careers, ideas, and
goals.
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Vice President-Elect: Rhacel Salazar Parreñas
University of Southern California
1. Are you a member of SWS? Yes
2. If yes, have you participated in any of the following SWS activities: check all that
apply.
X
X
X
X
X

Gender & Society reviewer
Gender & Society editorial board
Attendance at Summer Meetings
Attendance at Winter Meetings
Presentation at SWS Meetings

If other service, please list:

I served as Vice President of SWS, 2016-2018.

3. Please describe any contributions you have made to the promotion or social
equality for women:
My research, teaching, and service all prioritize the promotion and achievement of social
equality for women. First, my research documents the experiences of Filipino women migrant
workers. My work has called attention to the inequalities that mar their experiences. I am
committed to doing transformative scholarship and have shared my research findings on
migrant domestic workers in the Middle East and migrant sex workers in Japan with the U.S.
Department of Labor, International Labour Organization, Human Rights Watch, and U.S. Civil
Rights Commission. My research contributions towards advancing our knowledge on women
are exemplified in my selection this year for the Jessie Bernard Award. Information on my
research is available at rhacelparrenas.com. Second, my teaching is devoted to expanding our
knowledge of women in globalization with a particular focus on the labor issues confronting
women in the Global South. Finally, I have devoted a tremendous amount of service towards
increasing diversity in higher education and have served as a mentor for countless women of
color in the academy. I have done this primarily through my work as a liaison since 2007 for
the Ford Fellowship Program. I have also collaborated with various community groups,
including the Pilipino Worker’s Center in Los Angeles, and conducted research that will help
these groups develop programs for addressing the needs of migrant women domestic
workers.
7
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Council Members-at-Large: Ruha Benjamin
Princeton University

1. Are you a member of SWS? YES

NO

2. If yes, have you participated in any of the following SWS activities: check all that apply.
_
_
_
_
_

Gender & Society reviewer
Gender & Society editorial board
Attendance at Summer Meetings
Attendance at Winter Meetings
Presentation at SWS Meetings

If other service, please list:

3. Please describe any contributions you have made to the promotion or social equality
for women:
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Council Members-at-Large: Chloe Bird
RAND Corporation

1. Are you a member of SWS? YES

NO

2. If yes, have you participated in any of the following SWS activities: check all that apply.
_
_
_
_
_

Gender & Society reviewer
Gender & Society editorial board
Attendance at Summer Meetings
Attendance at Winter Meetings
Presentation at SWS Meetings

If other service, please list:

3. Please describe any contributions you have made to the promotion or social equality
for women:
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Council Members-at-Large: Waverly Duck
University of Pittsburgh

1. Are you a member of SWS? YES

NO

2. If yes, have you participated in any of the following SWS activities: check all that apply.
_
_
_
_
_

Gender & Society reviewer
Gender & Society editorial board
Attendance at Summer Meetings
Attendance at Winter Meetings
Presentation at SWS Meetings

If other service, please list:

3. Please describe any contributions you have made to the promotion or social equality
for women:
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Council Members-at-Large: Jessica Fields
San Francisco State University

1. Are you a member of SWS? No
2. If yes, have you participated in any of the following SWS activities: check all that apply.
x
_
_
x
_

Gender & Society reviewer
Gender & Society editorial board
Attendance at Summer Meetings
Attendance at Winter Meetings
Presentation at SWS Meetings

If other service, please list:

3. Please describe any contributions you have made to the promotion or social equality
for women:
My research, teaching, and service are organized around my commitments to social justice for women
and other marginalized and underrepresented groups. Examples follow.
Research focuses on racialized and gendered discourses of vulnerability and risk
• In studies of high school communities, middle school classrooms, and jail-based HIV education, I
explore gendered and racialized lessons about the array of relationships, identities, desires, and
behaviors that people imagine and pursue for themselves and others.
• I am currently writing about research and emotion in order to reimagine knowledge production,
researcher/researched relationship, and racialized, gendered, and sexual inequities that
compromise health and well-being
Campus service informed by feminist commitments
• While Acting Director of the SF State Center for Research and Education on Gender and
Sexuality (CREGS) and with support from the National Council for Research on Women, I worked
with colleagues to explore leadership demands women of color navigate as they represent and
advance perspectives of people of color in historically white institutions. Work resulted in a
campus report and sparked series of initiatives, including student-led workshop on shared
leadership and regular conversations among faculty about feminist leadership.
• I have participated in numerous National Institutes of Health-funded mentorship projects
committed to supporting LGBTQ scholars, scholars of color, and women scholars.
ASA service reflects feminist commitments as well.
• Tri-Chair, Sexualities Section preconference—Sexualities, Race & Empire: Resistance in an
Uncertain Time, 2018
• Chair, Sex and Gender Section, 2014-15
• Council Member, Race, Gender, and Class, 2014-17
• Member, Jessie Bernard Award Selection Committee, 2011-14 (Chair, 2013-14)
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Council Members-at-Large: Laura Hamilton
University of California, Merced

1. Are you a member of SWS? YES

NO

2. If yes, have you participated in any of the following SWS activities: check all that apply.
_
_
_
_
_

Gender & Society reviewer
Gender & Society editorial board
Attendance at Summer Meetings
Attendance at Winter Meetings
Presentation at SWS Meetings

If other service, please list:

3. Please describe any contributions you have made to the promotion or social equality
for women:
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Council Members-at-Large: Maria Krysan
University of Illinois at Chicago

1. Are you a member of SWS? YES

NO

2. If yes, have you participated in any of the following SWS activities: check all that apply.
_
_
_
_
_

Gender & Society reviewer
Gender & Society editorial board
Attendance at Summer Meetings
Attendance at Winter Meetings
Presentation at SWS Meetings

If other service, please list:

3. Please describe any contributions you have made to the promotion or social equality
for women:
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Council-Members-at-Large: Jane McLeod
Indiana University
1. Are you a member of SWS? No
2. If yes, have you participated in any of the following SWS activities: check all that apply.
_
_
_
_
_

Gender & Society reviewer
Gender & Society editorial board
Attendance at Summer Meetings
Attendance at Winter Meetings
Presentation at SWS Meetings

If other service, please list:

3. Please describe any contributions you have made to the promotion or social equality
for women:
In each of the administrative positions I have held, and in ASA elected positions, I have worked
assiduously to support women’s interests. As Associate Dean, I and a colleague established a
Women Faculty Writing group program. The program was designed to provide women faculty
with protected, uninterrupted time for research and writing, supportive pressure for their
research and writing goals, and to build community among women faculty. In six years, the
program has grown from 15 to over 250 participants (and now includes gender neutral groups
as well) and has become a national model. As department chair, I have changed department
practices to give family needs priority when scheduling classes and have moved faculty
meetings to more family-friendly times. In ASA elected positions, I strove to maintain gender
balance in section organizers and appointed positions. In a non-academic service position, I
successfully negotiated to have a YMCA designate several of its restrooms as gender inclusive
for meeting attendees. In short, although not an SWS member, I am deeply committed to
feminist ideals and practice in my professional and personal lives.
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Council Members-at-Large: Vincent Roscigno
Ohio State University
1. Are you a member of SWS? No
2. If yes, have you participated in any of the following SWS activities: check all that apply.
X
_
_
_
_

Gender & Society reviewer
Gender & Society editorial board
Attendance at Summer Meetings
Attendance at Winter Meetings
Presentation at SWS Meetings

3. Please describe any contributions you have made to the promotion or social equality
for women:
Inclusivity within our profession, and relative to mobility and integration possibilities, are
tremendously important to me on a personal level given my own first-gen and working-class
background. They are also an important ingredient with my professional goals, especially when
it comes to research with and the training of female and minority graduate students. In this
regard, I would consider my mentorship perhaps one of my greatest contributions to the
promotion of women.
I am delighted to share that well over half of the many graduate students I have
mentored through MA and PhD completion thus far are women. I believe that providing a just,
fair, and safe intellectual environment for them to work in is crucial, and have worked very hard
throughout my career so far to provide female graduate students and those who are nonbinary/gender non-conforming a supportive and nurturing context. (I carry this through to the
professorial ranks as well, and have served (and currently serve) as mentor to a female assistant
professor).
Secondly, and partly related, significant aspects of my work, especially that pertaining to
workplace and housing inequalities and related discrimination, focus on the well-being and
barriers experienced by women as well as racial/ethnic minorities. This has included analyses of
pregnancy discrimination, sexual harassment, and mobility barriers, sometimes published alone
but more often published with my graduate students—graduate students who have interests in
these topics and who eventually move into the ranks of the professoriate and pursue their own
work along these lines.
Lastly, in my capacity as co-editor, first of ASR and then of Social Currents, I have
remained both cognizant and diligent when it comes to women’s representation on our
editorial boards and have worked very hard behind the scenes to ensure that female authors,
as well as manuscripts more generally on topics surrounding gender, gender inequality,
sexuality and LGBTQ-specific topics, are treated fairly during the review and editorial process.
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Committee on Publications: Julia Adams
Yale University
1. Are you a member of SWS? Yes

2. If yes, have you participated in any of the following SWS activities: check all that apply.
_X
_X

Gender & Society reviewer
Attendance at summer meetings

3. Please describe any contributions you have made to the promotion or social equality
for women:
The analysis of gender and sexuality has been a central dimension of my academic work
since my undergraduate days, if not before. One strand of this work, which has
appeared in both books and article form, deals with patriarchy and patrimonial politics
historically and in the present day. Another strand includes articles on the politics of
gender and family. Finally, there is my recent joint project on the representation of
women and minorities, and the figuration of gender and race, in digital versions of
academic knowledge, including Wikipedia.
In the academic sphere, and outside of it, I am committed to the feminist ideal of the
full personhood of all women, and to instituting the practices that make that possible.
This is still a radical view, unfortunately, but perhaps someday it will be a taken-forgranted social reality.
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Committee on Publications: Dana Britton
Rutgers University
1. Are you a member of SWS? Yes
2. If yes, have you participated in any of the following SWS activities: check all that apply.
X
X
X
X
X

Gender & Society reviewer
Gender & Society editorial board (as editor)
Attendance at Summer Meetings
Attendance at Winter Meetings
Presentation at SWS Meetings

If other service, please list:

SWS Publications Committee, 2015-2017

3. Please describe any contributions you have made to the promotion of social equality
for women:
My entire career has been focused on the promotion of social equality for women. Most
recently, I served as the Director of the Center for Women and Work at Rutgers University. In
that position I directed and conducted research and outreach aimed at improving the lives of
working women and their families. We worked on a range of issues during my tenure, from
studying the experiences of the immigrant women who work in New Jersey’s warehouses, to
the barriers facing women in advancing to the upper ranks of corporations, to paid leave,
minimum wage, and wage theft. I am deeply privileged to have joined a group of dedicated
researchers, educators, and activists whose efforts contributed to real change for women
workers in the state, including the adoption of family leave insurance and paid family leave.
Three years ago, I joined the National Science Foundation for one year as a rotator working
with the ADVANCE program and on Core Research in education to address inequalities for
women in STEM. Before I came to Rutgers, I was involved with the ADVANCE program at Kansas
State University. And from 2006 to 2011, I served as editor-in-chief of Gender & Society. My
research has focused on gender issues throughout my career, beginning with my research on
gender and work in prisons, later research on gender and crime, and my more recent work on
gender and advancement in the academy. I have a deep commitment to understanding the
roots of gender inequities, particularly in work organizations, and to bringing my skills to
undermining these inequities.
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Committee on Publications: Neal Caren
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

1. Are you a member of SWS? No

2. If yes, have you participated in any of the following SWS activities: check all that apply.
_
_
_
_
_

Gender & Society reviewer
Gender & Society editorial board
Attendance at Summer Meetings
Attendance at Winter Meetings
Presentation at SWS Meetings

If other service, please list:

3. Please describe any contributions you have made to the promotion or social equality
for women:
As a faculty member, I have worked to mentor female graduate students, including coauthoring with five different female graduate students over the last six years. As journal editor
of Mobilization, I'm proud of how we have expanded our reach with special issues, most
forthcoming special issue on intersectionality and social movements.
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Committee on Publications: Annulla Linders
University of Cincinnati
1. Are you a member of SWS? Yes
2. If yes, have you participated in any of the following SWS activities: check all that apply.
X
X
_
_
_

Gender & Society reviewer
Gender & Society editorial board
Attendance at Summer Meetings
Attendance at Winter Meetings
Presentation at SWS Meetings

If other service, please list:

3. Please describe any contributions you have made to the promotion or social equality
for women:
As a longtime affiliate of the university’s Department of Women’s Gender, and Sexuality Studies
(WGSS), my professional life has always been intertwined with gender equity concerns. From a
practical perspective, much of my efforts in this regard have been focused on graduate student
mentoring (I have served on more than 60 dissertation and theses committees, more than half
as chair, and 42 involving women). I meet with students often (not just my own), listen to them,
comment frequently and heavily on their work, co-present and co-author with them, nominate
them for various opportunities, write letters, and – with a bowl of chocolate as an enticement –
always encourage them to stop by my office. I do this to prevent students from falling through
the cracks of the department, stumbling on their own insecurities (I still vividly remember my
own), or failing to get connected with faculty members. During my six years as graduate
director, moreover, I worked to update our procedures to make sure that our requirements and
expectations were fair and inclusive of the goals and interests of a broad range of students,
including especially women, students of color, and international students.
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Committee on Publications: Kristin Turney
University of California, Irvine

1. Are you a member of SWS? YES

NO

2. If yes, have you participated in any of the following SWS activities: check all that apply.
_
_
_
_
_

Gender & Society reviewer
Gender & Society editorial board
Attendance at Summer Meetings
Attendance at Winter Meetings
Presentation at SWS Meetings

If other service, please list:

3. Please describe any contributions you have made to the promotion or social equality
for women:
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Committee on Publications: Debra Umberson
The University of Texas at Austin

1. Are you a member of SWS? No
2. If yes, have you participated in any of the following SWS activities: check all that apply.
X_
_
_
X_
_

Gender & Society reviewer
Gender & Society editorial board
Attendance at Summer Meetings
Attendance at Winter Meetings
Presentation at SWS Meetings

If other service, please list:

I have published in Gender & Society.

3. Please describe any contributions you have made to the promotion or social equality
for women:
Throughout my career, I have worked to mentor women and address gender inequality in the
workplace. In the workplace, I have fought sexual harassment on behalf of students and
faculty, including working with higher administration and the media when necessary. I have
also pushed for hiring and promotion practices and strategies that address inequality in the
workplace. I am particularly proud of my hiring record as department chair and of the
tremendous success of my outstanding students.
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Committee on Committees: Members-at-Large: Arthur S. Alderson
Indiana University

1. Are you a member of SWS? No

2. If yes, have you participated in any of the following SWS activities: check all that apply.
_
_
_
_
_

Gender & Society reviewer
Gender & Society editorial board
Attendance at Summer Meetings
Attendance at Winter Meetings
Presentation at SWS Meetings

If other service, please list:

3. Please describe any contributions you have made to the promotion or social equality
for women:
The Committee on Committees does important work in identifying and recommending
candidates to Council for a number of positions that shape our professional life. If elected, I am
committed to doing so in a fashion that reflects the diversity of scholarly interests and
backgrounds of the ASA membership and would welcome nominations from the membership of
SWS.
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Committee on Committees: Members-at-Large: Doug Downey
Ohio State University
1. Are you a member of SWS? No
2. If yes, have you participated in any of the following SWS activities: check all that apply.
_x
_
_
_
_

Gender & Society reviewer
Gender & Society editorial board
Attendance at Summer Meetings
Attendance at Winter Meetings
Presentation at SWS Meetings

If other service, please list:

3. Please describe any contributions you have made to the promotion or social equality
for women:
My primary contributions to the promotion of social equality for women have come via
extensive mentoring. I have played a key role at Ohio State serving as advisor and
dissertation member for graduate students over the last 25 years. My commitment to
women’s success has been evidenced by both mentorship during the graduate years and
co-authorship and advice during the early stages of the faculty career.
In addition, I’ve been influenced by the compelling research demonstrating the gender
wage gap and its sources. As a result, I’m an advocate for paid leave and for slowing the
tenure clock (without formal or informal penalty) due to parenthood.
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Committee on Committees: Members-at-Large: Tyrone Forman
University of Illinois at Chicago

1. Are you a member of SWS? YES

NO

2. If yes, have you participated in any of the following SWS activities: check all that apply.
_
_
_
_
_

Gender & Society reviewer
Gender & Society editorial board
Attendance at Summer Meetings
Attendance at Winter Meetings
Presentation at SWS Meetings

If other service, please list:

3. Please describe any contributions you have made to the promotion or social equality
for women:
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Committee on Committees: Members-at-Large: Melissa Wooten
University of Massachusetts Amherst

1. Are you a member of SWS? YES

NO

2. If yes, have you participated in any of the following SWS activities: check all that apply.
_
_
_
_
_

Gender & Society reviewer
Gender & Society editorial board
Attendance at Summer Meetings
Attendance at Winter Meetings
Presentation at SWS Meetings

If other service, please list:

3. Please describe any contributions you have made to the promotion or social equality
for women:
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Committee on Committees: MA and 4-year Institution: Kara Cebulko
Providence College
1. Are you a member of SWS? Yes
2. If yes, have you participated in any of the following SWS activities: check all that apply.
_
_
_
_
_

Gender & Society reviewer
Gender & Society editorial board
Attendance at Summer Meetings
Attendance at Winter Meetings
Presentation at SWS Meetings

If other service, please list:

3. Please describe any contributions you have made to the promotion or social equality
for women:
As a public sociologist and teacher-scholar, my approach to teaching, research, and service has
been profoundly shaped by feminist approaches. I work to integrate my teaching, research and
service in meaningful ways, collaborating with community members and students as we cocreate knowledge and work for change in our local communities. Moreover, my teaching,
service, and research largely centers the experiences of women, and, in particular, women who
have materially lived injustices and marginalization on the basis of legal status and/or race.
My teaching pedagogy is activist-minded and informed by critical feminist conceptualizations of
the classroom as a space for mutual, reflexive learning and relationship building. I am currently
co-teaching my Global Border Crossing course, which includes a week-long experience in San
Diego and Tijuana, Mexico, with two female students and one female community partner (who is
a caseworker at a local immigrants rights’ organization). Together, we have built a classroom
space in which students must not only grapple with theories and scholarship on gender,
migration and borders - but one in which students must critically reflect on their emotional
reactions to the material and how their own positionalities and lived experiences shape those
reactions. This past week, for instance, students immersed themselves in ethnographic research
illuminating the complex and multi-faceted meanings of motherhood that are negotiated across
borders when families are separated by hostile immigration policies. Many of the students, who
are first generation female students of color from immigrant families, had strong emotional
reactions to the material, thinking about the sacrifices their own mothers had made, and how they
now saw these sacrifices in new ways.
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In other courses, my students and have I co-created the courses together, including co-creation of
a syllabus. For example, in Fall 2015, students in my immigration and social movements course
developed an engaged-research plan that included conducting interviews with local immigrants
and college administrators across the country. Their research culminated with a forum on
undocumented youth experiences, a forum that brought together over 300 people in our campus
and local communities. Moreover, 10 of these students, 8 of whom were women, then organized
an immigrants' rights group on campus, the Providence Immigrants' Rights Coalition (PIRC), to
continue their advocacy and organizing work after the course ended. I have been the advisor for
PIRC since its creation.
I have overseen more than 20 independent studies during my time at Providence College, and
more than ¾ of these students have been women. Often, their projects center the experiences of
women. For example, one female student did an ethnographic project with female athletes of
color at predominantly white institutions, examining how they navigate race and gender on
campus. She presented her findings at a regional sociological conference, winning a runner-up
prize for best undergraduate research.
My primary action research agenda deconstructs binary understandings of legality/illegality and
establishes legal status as an important form of stratification, revealing how immigration laws
produce gray areas of (il)legality which constrict opportunities, perpetuate inequality, and shape
immigrants’ sense of belonging in society. This research agenda emerged during the time that I
worked with Brazilian Immigrants Center, including as their development coordinator, and later,
with the Brazilian Women’s Group, where I was an ad-hoc grantwriter. My partnership with the
Brazilian Women’s Group has also led to co-produced scholarship, including a book chapter
with the Executive Director of the Brazilian Women’s group, Heloisa Souza Galvão, that
examined how the criminalizing of immigrant communities has impacted Brazilians in
Massachusetts.
My recent research examines how experiences with (il)legality are shaped by gender, race, and
class. For example, drawing from in-depth interviews with 1.5-generation (immigrants born
abroad but raised in the United States), my 2016 article “Marrying for Papers?” I demonstrate
that 1.5-generation Brazilian women are more reluctant to marry for papers for at least two
reasons, including a fear that such a marriage could make them more dependent on men. In my
future work, I will more systematically how race, gender, class and immigration status intersect
in the lives of 1.5-generation Brazilian women and men. A book manuscript is currently in
process.
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Committee on Committees: MA and 4-year Institution: Simón Weffer-Elizondo
Northern Illinois University
1. Are you a member of SWS? No
2. If yes, have you participated in any of the following SWS activities: check all that apply.
_
_
_
_
_

Gender & Society reviewer
Gender & Society editorial board
Attendance at Summer Meetings
Attendance at Winter Meetings
Presentation at SWS Meetings

If other service, please list:

3. Please describe any contributions you have made to the promotion or social equality
for women:
On my campus, I have tried not just to be an ally, but an accomplice, for my female colleagues. What do I mean by
that? An ally can shift allegiances based on the issue, but an accomplice becomes a person that will take a bullet
with you over what you stand for—to be the Thelma to their Louise or Butch to their Sundance. Concretely, I have
tried to do that for the one junior colleague in my department, in that I am always available to her to discuss
teaching, research, and most importantly, negotiating the politics of our department, college, and university.
Every semester we meet to discuss goals and plans, and every semester, after the last faculty meeting, we go out
for drinks to celebrate the victories big and (sometimes more importantly) small that get us through the term.
Another example is that currently at NIU, we are trying to bring in two Queer Latinas through a faculty line and
post-doctoral fellowship. During the interviews, I tried my best to educate them to the issues of race, gender, and
sexuality on campus in an unprompted, honest manner, to let them know the landscape, not to scare them off but
to make sure they have a full picture of what campus is like. I also wanted to let them know that even before they
sign their contract and step on campus, they should consider me a resource to exploit as much as possible for their
success.
I take the same approach with graduate students, trying to mentor them as much as possible, and being the shield
to take the various slings and arrows that can rain down on our mostly first generation students. My goal is to do
my best every day to help them succeed. For students on the PhD track, I try to push them to develop papers that
when they get to their PhD program can be developed in to articles. For those taking a more applied track, I try to
connect them with non-profits focused on the issues in which they are interested.
On the college and university service side, I always try to speak about the importance of intersectionality of race
and gender and how it impacts faculty, students, and staff. I do this both on our college committee on diversity,
equity and inclusion, as well as at the university level on the Presidential Commission on the Status of Minorities
(of which I am the Vice-President). As a Latinx faculty member, I think it is always important to situation my
comments and questions in an intersectional aspect of race, class, gender, sexuality, citizenship and other statuses,
because if I do not raise the issues, who will? I have a duty to understand that the privilege my male status affords
me to get access to the meetings and conversations where policy and procedures are made, to be an ally and
accomplice for the women in the room, as well as those not in the room.
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Committee on Committees: 2-year Institution: Virginia D’Antonio
Northern Virginia Community College
1. Are you a member of SWS? No
2. If yes, have you participated in any of the following SWS activities: check all that apply.
_
_
_
_
_

Gender & Society reviewer
Gender & Society editorial board
Attendance at Summer Meetings
Attendance at Winter Meetings
Presentation at SWS Meetings

If other service, please list:

3. Please describe any contributions you have made to the promotion or social equality
for women:
I have been working at the community college level for over 15 years. In that time, I
have participated in a number of campus and community events that help to promote
social equality for women. I have worked with female first time offenders in a
restorative justice program known as VORP (Victim Offender Reconciliation Program).
Previously, I assisted my colleague with the organization of ‘denim day’ to raise
awareness of rape and sexual assault on our community college campus.
More recently, I have organized and hosted a series of seminars on my campus that
invite local women business owners to present their expertise and professional
journey to entrepreneurship. The benefits of this series include; women business
leaders as mentors and role models for young, female students, the building of social
networks, and linkages to community engagement that go beyond classroom learning.
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Committee on Committees: 2-year Institution: Katherine R. Rowell
Sinclair Community College
1. Are you a member of SWS? No
I am not currently a member of SWS. I was a member early in my graduate career at Ohio State
University but did not continue my membership. I was a young mother (I had my first child at
age 21) and trying to go to college and then maintain a full time job with two children made it
difficult for me to maintain memberships in more than two or three professional organizations. I
have always been a member of the North Central Sociological Association (where I served as the
first Community College President of that Organization) and I have always been a member of
the American Sociological Association.
2. If yes, have you participated in any of the following SWS activities: check all that apply.
_
_
_
_
_

Gender & Society reviewer
Gender & Society editorial board
Attendance at Summer Meetings
Attendance at Winter Meetings
Presentation at SWS Meetings

If other service, please list:

3. Please describe any contributions you have made to the promotion or social equality for
women:
I have spent my entire academic career colleges and universities that served the under-represented. My
first position was at Central State University (HCBU) and my second full time position has been at Sinclair
Community College. I have and continue to be a public sociologists. I have participated and worked with
the following groups and organizations. My first job in college was to work as a permanency planner for
a homeless shelter that served women and children (I worked full-time, had a child, and went to school
full-time). I worked for a year with women struggling with poverty and homelessness to help them find
housing and maintain it. I went on to write articles on issues of suburban homeless. Over the years, I
worked with several organizations to help women in poverty including homeless shelters in Dayton and
an organization helping foreign born women with mentoring. I have served as mentor to numerous
teens and young women through the Dayton International Peace Museum (where I serve as Chair). I
also have working with women’s groups and cooperatives in Guatemala to help women serve in
leadership roles to alleviate poverty. I teach an advance women and poverty course at Wittenberg
University each year and currently chair a county wide committee to reduce homelessness in my
community. As a professor of a community college, I would say my greatest contribution to women and
inequality is helping first generation women find their voice and help them be all they can be. My
personal life story (first generation, poor, and a young mother) has helped me find a voice to help
others. I was also helped during my professional career by many women who were members of SWS
and I am appreciative of their mentoring, guidance, and help.
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Committee on Nominations: Littisha A. Bates
University of Cincinnati

1. Are you a member of SWS? YES

NO

2. If yes, have you participated in any of the following SWS activities: check all that apply.
_
_
_
_
_

Gender & Society reviewer
Gender & Society editorial board
Attendance at Summer Meetings
Attendance at Winter Meetings
Presentation at SWS Meetings

If other service, please list:

3. Please describe any contributions you have made to the promotion or social equality
for women:
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Committee on Nominations: Michelle Camacho
University of San Diego

1. Are you a member of SWS? YES

NO

2. If yes, have you participated in any of the following SWS activities: check all that apply.
_
_
_
_
_

Gender & Society reviewer
Gender & Society editorial board
Attendance at Summer Meetings
Attendance at Winter Meetings
Presentation at SWS Meetings

If other service, please list:

3. Please describe any contributions you have made to the promotion or social equality
for women:
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Committee on Nominations: David Cunningham
Washington University in St. Louis
1. Are you a member of SWS? No

2. If yes, have you participated in any of the following SWS activities: check all that apply.
_
_
_
_
_

Gender & Society reviewer
Gender & Society editorial board
Attendance at Summer Meetings
Attendance at Winter Meetings
Presentation at SWS Meetings

If other service, please list:

3. Please describe any contributions you have made to the promotion or social equality
for women:
Contention around historical and contemporary inequities reside at the heart of my teaching
and research. I strive to adopt an intersectional lens on related issues and struggles, engaging
the gendered processes at their core. Such priorities shape the readings and discussion topics
on my syllabi as well as perspectives on the cases I select in research and writing. I also try to
center and support the work of women colleagues, collaborators, and students, a priority
reflected in multiple co-teaching partnerships, co-authorship on publications, advising and
mentoring loads, and participation on campus committees associated with Title IX and other
gender equity issues.
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Committee on Nominations: Pawan Dhingra
Amherst College
1. Are you a member of SWS? No
2. If yes, have you participated in any of the following SWS activities: check all that apply.
_
_
_
_
_

Gender & Society reviewer
Gender & Society editorial board
Attendance at Summer Meetings
Attendance at Winter Meetings
Presentation at SWS Meetings

If other service, please list:

3. Please describe any contributions you have made to the promotion or social equality
for women:
I have contributed to the promotion and social equality for women in terms of service,
teaching, and scholarship. Regarding service, I have worked in my capacity as department
chair to promote female colleagues. For instance, I have argued to Deans the need for gender
equity in salaries. I have nominated women for various university awards and also have
mentored women in their promotion to tenure and to full professor. In hiring, I have been
attentive to the need to maintain a diverse faculty and have counseled women on how to
negotiate for equitable compensation. I have made faculty and students aware of possible
gender biases against women, such as with student evaluations, requests for types of
university service, and advising loads. I worked to make our department a healthy place for
work/life balance. I also have talked with my staff about gender dynamics in the workplace.
Outside of my department, a university-wide committee on equity that I co-chaired dealt with
gender equity issues. I have been an official advisor to the Gender, Sexuality, and Feminist
Studies major at my previous institution. I have actively supported and mentored women of
color in the academy as they seek promotion to tenure and full professor. I also have served as
a reviewer for journals dedicated to the study of gender.
In terms of teaching, I make gender a central lens in the readings and perspectives across all of
my courses. I always have women, and frequently women of color, as book authors and
invited lecturers. I make sure to privilege women’s voices and alternative analyses when
studying immigration, race, identity, entrepreneurship, or other topics, at times downplaying
men’s experiences in the process.
In my scholarship, gender has been a central analytical category. I highlight not simply gender
variance but also the agency of women, such as within families, business ownership and
management, religious spaces, and activist organizations. As a reviewer of manuscripts, I often
point out how gender could be better studied. I aim to not only study women and men but
explain how patriarchy and its intersections with other forms of power shape the conditions of
everyone’s experiences.
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Committee on Nominations: Francesco Duina
Bates College
1. Are you a member of SWS? No
2. If yes, have you participated in any of the following SWS activities: check all that apply.
_
_
_
_
_

Gender & Society reviewer
Gender & Society editorial board
Attendance at Summer Meetings
Attendance at Winter Meetings
Presentation at SWS Meetings

If other service, please list:

3. Please describe any contributions you have made to the promotion or social equality
for women:

Some of my research/published work has focused on (1) equality at the work place legislation
in the European Union and its member states, (2) women’s rights groups and their activism in
the European Union.
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Committee on Nominations: James Fenelon
California State University - San Bernardino

1. Are you a member of SWS? YES

NO

2. If yes, have you participated in any of the following SWS activities: check all that apply.
_
_
_
_
_

Gender & Society reviewer
Gender & Society editorial board
Attendance at Summer Meetings
Attendance at Winter Meetings
Presentation at SWS Meetings

If other service, please list:

3. Please describe any contributions you have made to the promotion or social equality
for women:
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Committee on Nominations: Tanya Golash-Boza
University of California, Merced
1. Are you a member of SWS? No
2. If yes, have you participated in any of the following SWS activities: check all that apply.
_
_
x_
_
_

Gender & Society reviewer
Gender & Society editorial board
Attendance at Summer Meetings
Attendance at Winter Meetings
Presentation at SWS Meetings

If other service, please list:

3. Please describe any contributions you have made to the promotion or social equality
for women:
Throughout my career I have made significant contributions to the promotion of social equality for
women, with a particular focus on advancing equity for women of color.
I was the inaugural chair of the Diversity and Equity Committee at the University of California, Merced.
During my tenure as chair we were able promote equality for women on campus in several ways. We
revised the guidelines for the appointment and renewal of endowed chairs, responding to extreme
gender disparities in these appointments. We worked with the Vice-Provost for the Faculty to ensure
that all hires at UCM require Contribution to Diversity Statements. We developed campus policy to
implement the Faculty Equity Advisor Program, which ensures that all faculty searches treat women and
minorities fairly. We implemented changes to the Academic Program Review guidelines, ensuring that
every program includes a discussion of diversity in their review process. These efforts have attenuated
gender disparities on campus in significant ways in recent years.
I have also served as Faculty Equity Advisor for the past two years. In my role as Faculty Equity Advisor, I
work closely with search committees and deans to ensure that faculty searches are fair and equitable,
and that search committees are attentive to diversity and equity in their deliberations. Through this
position, I have been directly involved in the hiring of dozens of faculty members at UC Merced. In
preparation for this role, I spent a year researching best practices for hiring diverse faculty and
developed a presentation which I have shared with dozens of members of our campus community.
Many faculty members have told me that this presentation was critical to enhancing the diversity of
their applicant pool, as well as leading to hires of women and under-represented minority faculty.
I also have served as an elected member of the Council of the American Sociological Association. When
issues related to diversity and inclusion came to the forefront of that organization, I was asked to host a
Twitterchat on #InclusiveASA where I curated an online discussion with our 13,000 members about
diversity and inclusion in our organization.
On a more personal level, I am chair of four graduate student committees. All of my graduate students
are women, three are Latina or Latin American, and one is Hmong. I am also mentoring a dozen
undergraduate students, all from under-represented backgrounds and most of whom are women.
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Committee on Nominations: Kimberly Hoang
University of Chicago

1. Are you a member of SWS? YES

NO

2. If yes, have you participated in any of the following SWS activities: check all that apply.
_
_
_
_
_

Gender & Society reviewer
Gender & Society editorial board
Attendance at Summer Meetings
Attendance at Winter Meetings
Presentation at SWS Meetings

If other service, please list:

3. Please describe any contributions you have made to the promotion or social equality
for women:
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Committee on Nominations: Daniel Laurison
Swarthmore College
1. Are you a member of SWS? No
2. If yes, have you participated in any of the following SWS activities: check all that apply.
_
_
_
_
_

Gender & Society reviewer
Gender & Society editorial board
Attendance at Summer Meetings
Attendance at Winter Meetings
Presentation at SWS Meetings

If other service, please list:

3. Please describe any contributions you have made to the promotion or social equality
for women:
Before I was a sociologist I was the Executive Director of Women’s Anti-Violence Education, a
small non-profit in Philadelphia teaching feminist, anti-racist, empowering self-defense to
women, girls, and other folks in & near the city. I was also a founder of Philadelphia’s Dyke
March. In my academic career my work focuses on class and politics, but I remain committed to
advancing gender equality, in part by being out as a trans man on my campus and in my social
media presence (and the rest of the world).
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Committee on Nominations: Katherine McClelland
Franklin and Marshall College
1. Are you a member of SWS? No

2. If yes, have you participated in any of the following SWS activities: check all that apply.
_
_
_
_
_

Gender & Society reviewer
Gender & Society editorial board
Attendance at Summer Meetings
Attendance at Winter Meetings
Presentation at SWS Meetings

If other service, please list:

3. Please describe any contributions you have made to the promotion or social equality
for women:
At ASA, nothing other than how I vote. I was a member of SWS years ago, stepping out only
due to rising costs of ASA and associate professional memberships. On my campus, I’ve been
active in various ways on issue pertaining to gender equality in my capacities as a voting
member of the faculty, tenured colleague, and Department chair, as well as my service on
college-wide committees.
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Committee on Nominations: Anthony Paik
University of Massachusetts-Amherst
1. Are you a member of SWS? NO
2. If yes, have you participated in any of the following SWS activities: check all that apply.
_
_
_
_
_

Gender & Society reviewer
Gender & Society editorial board
Attendance at Summer Meetings
Attendance at Winter Meetings
Presentation at SWS Meetings

If other service, please list:

3. Please describe any contributions you have made to the promotion or social equality
for women:
During my career, I have attempted in various ways to have a positive impact on the promotion
and social equality of women. First, one of ways to have a positive impact is to minimize
gender segregation in work. As such, I have worked with many female students. Indeed 63% of
students who have worked with me (in terms of theses, comprehensive exams, or as RAs) have
been women with nearly four out of ten being nonwhite. Also, my article collaborators have
been mostly women. Second, at the request of Jennifer Glass, who was Chair of the
Department of Gender, Women’s, and Sexuality Studies (GWSS) at the University of Iowa, I
moved 25% of my line to this unit, which at the time lacked core faculty in the area of sexuality.
During my time in GWSS, I worked to advance gender and feminist perspectives at the
University of Iowa and to strengthen GWSS’s presence on campus. I also co-taught a class with
a Comp Lit Professor on gender, race, and class. Third, as the Chair of the Rationality and
Society section, I sought to increase the representation of women in the leadership of this
section, which is one of the ASA sections with a very high percentage of men in its membership
and particularly in its leadership. Today, the Past Chair, Chair-Elect, and two Council members
are women (i.e., 66% of Council are women). I personally recruited three of the four women
(who are now on Council) to become active in the section through committee appointments.
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Committee on Nominations: Wendy Roth
University of British Columbia
1. Are you a member of SWS? No
2. If yes, have you participated in any of the following SWS activities: check all that apply.
_
_
_
_
_

Gender & Society reviewer
Gender & Society editorial board
Attendance at Summer Meetings
Attendance at Winter Meetings
Presentation at SWS Meetings

If other service, please list:

3. Please describe any contributions you have made to the promotion or social equality
for women:
Most of my efforts are informal. I do a lot of informal mentoring of female students (especially
women of color). Although I don’t teach in areas of gender or women, I bring examples related
to this into my classes. For instance, I make a point of explaining how students tend to call their
male professors by their title (Dr. Smith or Prof. Smith) while calling their female professors by
their first names (and I ask my students to call me and all their female professors by their titles
as a way of being conscious and deliberate about this). We also discuss what it means for
female faculty when it comes to the types of expectations students have of them and the
comments they’re likely to write on their course evaluations. Professional equality for women is
also an issue I raise regularly at faculty meetings, especially around how we evaluate job
candidates.
In terms of formal contributions, I’ve written one article (although it’s not my primary area of
research):
Roth, Wendy D. and Gerhard Sonnert. 2011. “The Costs and Benefits of ‘Red Tape’:
Anti-Bureaucratic Structure and Gender Inequity in a Science Research Organization.”
Social Studies of Science 41(3): 385-409.
I also joined my university’s Faculty Association Status of Women Committee Faculty
Mentorship Program (as a mentor) and have been mentoring junior female faculty at my
university since 2014.
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